And then I felt sorry. I don't want to hurt anybody and especially I don't want to hurt poor Emmy Noether. I thought about it repeatedly and finally I decided that, after all, it was not one hundred per cent my fault. She should have answered: "And a mathematician who can only specialise is like a monkey who can only climb DOWN a tree."
Introduction
By a triangulated n-gon we mean a partition of a polygon PoP1...P-_ (not necessarily regular) into n -2 triangles by means of n -3 non-crossing diagonals. Let a, denote the number of triangles at P,. Clearly ao + a + + an_ =3(n -2), 1 a,<n-2, and if n > 3, at least two of the as are equal to 1 but no two consecutive as can take this value. While developing a set of problems and solutions, we And then I felt sorry. I don't want to hurt anybody and especially I don't want to hurt poor Emmy Noether. I thought about it repeatedly and finally I decided that, after all, it was not one hundred per cent my fault. She should have answered: "And a mathematician who can only specialise is like a monkey who can only climb DOWN a tree."
In fact, neither the up, nor the down, monkey is a viable creature. A real monkey must find food and escape his enemies and so he must incessantly climb up and down, up and down. A real mathematician must be able to generalise and to specialise.
A particular mathematical fact behind which there is no perspective of generalisation is uninteresting. On the other hand, the world is anxious to admire that apex and culmination of modern mathematics: a theorem so perfectly general that no particular application of it is possible.
There is, I think, a moral for the teacher. A teacher of traditional mathematics is in danger of becoming a down monkey, and a teacher of modern maths an up monkey. The down teacher dishing out one routine problem after the other may never get off the ground, never attain any general idea. And the up teacher dishing out one definition after the other may never climb down from his verbiage, may never get down to solid ground, to something of tangible interest for his pupils. It seems to me that the quality of disservice to the pupils and to the taxpayers is very much the same in both cases.
By a triangulated n-gon we mean a partition of a polygon PoP1...P-_ (not necessarily regular) into n -2 triangles by means of n -3 non-crossing diagonals. Let a, denote the number of triangles at P,. Clearly ao + a + + an_ =3(n -2), 1 a,<n-2, and if n > 3, at least two of the as are equal to 1 but no two consecutive as can take this value. While developing a set of problems and solutions, we shall find other properties of this cycle of numbers and exhibit it as the second row of a frieze pattern and let (r, s) denote the entry where a south-east diagonal P,P, meets a north-east diagonal PPs [Section 4 (Solutions) will appear in the next issue of the Gazette. The references given below apply also to that section.]
